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Abstract. A model of large assemblies of computing elements is provided by the concept of 
boolean network F: {0, 1}" -* {0, 1} n. Then we compare different regimes of this system, namely, 
parallel and sequential computations within the framework of discrete iterations. It is shown that, 
although the asymptotic behavior of the network--as characterized by the limit cycles of the 
iterations--may differ from one sort of regime to another, it may, however, be largely predicted 
as for its spatial structure. We show that for all iterations ome elements never change state in 
any limit cycle: they form the stable core. We introduce the notion of forcing domain of a boolean 
network, provide an algorithm to build it and show that it is a good approximation to the stable 
core. This, thus, provides a spatial characterization f the limit cycles of the different iterations. 
A theoretical bound on the transient length is provided through the entropy of the network. 
Key words. Boolean networks, automata, parallel computation, sequential computation, discrete 
iterations, stability. 
1. Introduction 
Many computing structures today are made up from a very large number of 
computing elements: logic circuits (VLSI), systolic arrays, computer networks, etc. 
These systems exhibit very complex dynamical behaviors which remain so far largely 
unexplained. One important issue is the possibility of using--and masteringmthese 
structures for highly parallel computation. But then the question arises whether 
parallel and sequential computations lead to different asymptotic behavior or 
not. We introduce here the model of boolean networks to handle this question. 
Boolean networks have long been studied, as much for their theoretical interest in 
computer science as for their potential applications in nature (genetic networks 
[8, 9], neuron networks, etc.) or in the social sciences [6]. 
Until now, the available theory of boolean networks is relatively restricted: some 
statistical results were stated by Kauffman [8, 9] who extensively studied random 
boolean networks as a tool for modeling genetic networks and provided many 
important concepts to understand their behavior. On the other hand we have begun 
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the investigation fthe dynamics of those networks, making use of various techniques 
ranging from the theory of discrete iterations [10] to spin glasses [2] and graph 
theory. In particular, we have shown [4] that the dynamics of boolean networks 
heavily depends on the kind of mappings used in the network. Making use of the 
notion of forcing mapping, first introduced by Kauffman, we then proved [3] that 
those mappings could help predicting in some way the stable elements in the limit 
set of the network. More precisely, Kauffman had noted that in the different limit 
cycles some elements always remained stable (we call them the stable core), while 
others were always oscillating (the oscillating core). In [3], we gave a characterization 
of some of those stable elements in the parallel iteration both by analytic means-- 
computing the discrete derivative of the network--and by algebraic means. 
In this paper, we extend our results proposing the concept of forcing domain of 
a boolean network. This structure can be computed in polynomial time and allows 
a fairly reliable approximation of the stable cores for the parallel and all sequential 
iterations of the network. It thus allows to compare the spatial structures of the 
limit cycles of the parallel and sequential iterations on a given network and explains 
why these limit cycles are usually very similar. It thus shows that parallel and 
sequential regimes hould be expected to lead to very similar asymptotic behaviors, 
as far as the spatial structure of activity is concerned. Nevertheless, it is quite 
possible that the temporal patterns hould differ: until now we do not know of any 
general result on this issue [4]. 
Finally, we introduce an entropy for the network which is proved to decrease 
along any iteration of the network, thus providing a Lyapunov function for the 
dynamics of the network. This allows us to find a bound for the transient length of 
the iterations. 
In Section 2 we present definitions, in Section 3 we study parallel iterations and 
in Section 4 sequential iterations. 
2. Definitions 
Definitions 2.1. A boolean mapping in n variables is a mapping f :  {0, 1}" -* {0, 1}. A 
boolean etwork ofn elements i a mapping F: {0, 1} n --> {0, 1} n, where F = (f~,... ,fn) 
and all f~ are boolean mappings in n variables. 
A boolean network of n elements can be interpreted as a set of n interconnected 
finite automata: automaton i has two possible internal states 0 and 1 and changes 
states according to its function f~. Usually, functions f~ do not fully depend on all n 
variables. If they depend on k variables at most, network F is said to be of 
interconnectivity k. An interesting case of restricted interconnectivity (k << n) is found 
in networks drawn on a regular geometrical structure: for example, a grid as in 
cellular automata. Then, the connections only link elements which are neighbors 
and k gives the size of the interaction range: a small k thus indicates local or short 
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range--interactions. In the following, we will be mainly interested in networks of 
interconnectivity k = 2. 
Definition 2.2. Let F: {0, 1}"-> {0, 1}" be a boolean network. The connection graph 
associated with F is the graph G = (X, U), where X = {1,. . . ,  n} and ( i , j)e X x X 
is in U iff fj really depends on variable xi. Hence, 
( i , j )E U ¢:~ 3xE{O,  1}n: f j (x , , . . . ,Xb  . . . .  ,X , , )#f j (x , ,  . . . .  ,Xb. . . ,X , , ) ,  
where 0 = 1 and 1 = O. 
The connection graph of F represents the structure of effective connections 
between automata in network F. In this graph, if interconnectivity k = 2, each node 
i has one or two antecedents depending on whether fj depends on one or two 
variables. 
Definition 2.3. The boolean mapping f: {0, 1}" -* {0, 1} is forcing in its ith variable iff 
=lx* ~ {0, 1}, 3v* ~ {0, 1}: Vy ~ {0, 1}", Yi = x*~f (y )  = v*. 
Variable i is then called a forcing variable of mapping f, x* is the forcing value of 
variable i, and v* is the forced value of mapping f for variable i. I f f  is forcing in 
none of its variables, then it is said to be nonforcing. 
Remarks. (1) These notions were first introduced by Kauffman [8, 9] to study the 
dynamics of a boolean etwork, and then used by Gelfand and Walker [6] to provide 
a classification of boolean mappings. Fogelman et al. [4] used this classification to
completely solve the problem of the dynamics of some particular boolean networks 
of interconnectivity two. Finally, the present author [3] proved that the notion of 
'forcing' mappings could help in finding the 'stable core' of the dynamics of random 
boolean networks. We will extend these results in the following. 
(2) If a mapping is forcing in at least wo variables, then the corresponding forced 
values must be equal. 
Example (see Table 1). Among boolean mappings in two variables, only two are 
nonforcing (XOR and equivalence), four are forcing in one variable and ten in both 
variables. Forcing mappings in one variable are called transfer mappings: they 
depend on one variable only and they either transfer the value of this variable 
unchanged (mappings tx and t2 in Table 1) or invert it (tl and t2). They have two 
forced values (0 and 1) corresponding to the two possible values of their forcing 
variable (0 and 1 for tl and t2, 1 and 0 for tl and t2). 
Let F: {0, 1}"-* {0, 1}" be a boolean network of interconnectivity k = 2 and G = 
(X, U) be its connection graph. We define a labeling l: X - ,  {0, 1} of the nodes and 
a labeling v: U-,  {0, 1, *} of the arcs of G as follows. Let j ~ X. 
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Table 1. This table gives the sixteen boolean mappings in two variables, their forced 
values and the forcing values of  the corresponding variable. For example, mapping 
13 has forced value 1, 0 is the forcing value of  its first variable, 1 the forcing value 
of  its second variable. It takes the value 0 for x I = 1, x 2 = 0. 
Number Name Table Forced value Forcing values 
Variable 1 Variable 2 
0 contr. 00  0 0, 1 0, 1 
00 
1 NOR 10 0 1 1 
00 
2 ~ 00 0 0 1 
10 
3 t2 10 1 - 0 
10 0 - 1 
4 ~ 01 0 1 0 
00 
5 ?t 11 0 1 - 
00 1 0 - 
6 XOR 01 - - - 
10 
7 NAND 11 1 0 0 
10 
8 AND 00 0 0 0 
01 
9 ¢~ 10 - - - 
01 
10 t I 00 0 0 - 
11 1 1 - 
11 ~ 10 1 1 0 
11 
12 t 2 01 0 - 0 
01 1 1 
13 ==> 11 1 0 1 
01 
14 OR 01 1 1 1 
11 
15 taut. 11 1 0, 1 0, 1 
11 
(i) If fj is forcing in two variables, then fj has a unique forced value v*; let 
l ( j )  - v*.  Let  il, i2 be such that (il,J), ( i2 , j )  ~ U. I f f j  is not constant, let x* be the 
corresponding (unique) forcing value of f~ for i = il and i2. We set 
v( i , j )  = x* ,  i = i~, i2. 
I f f j  is constant (mappingsO and 15 in Table 1), we set 
v( i , j )  = *, i = i,, i2. 
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(ii) Iff~ is nonforcing, l(j) and v ( . , j )a re  not defined. 
(iii) Iff~ is forcing in one variable, let i be this variable. If l(i) has already been 
defined and l(j) has not, then we set 
l(j)=f~(l(i)), v(i, j)=l(i). 
By applying (i) and (iii) repetitively as long as possible (but of course only a 
finite number of times as X is finite), we end up with a mapping l defined on a 
subset Y of X and a mapping v defined on a subset V of U. 
Definition 2.4. Arc (i,j) in V is said to be forcing iff 
{ i~ K 
l( i)=v(i, j) or v(i,j)=*, 
in this last case we set v(i,j) = l(i). Graph H --- ( K V:) is called the forcing graph 
of F iff H is the subgraph of graph G such that ( i , j)  ~ U is in V/iff (i,j) is forcing. 
A forcing arc may be interpreted as a link between two automata in the network 
such that if the origin i of the arc falls into its forced value v~, then the extremity 
j will also fall into its forced value v s. Hence, forcing arcs will tend to propagate 
forced values. Note that the labelings l and v are uniquely defined and that some 
j with ~ forcing in one variable may be nonlabeled. 
Remark. Our notion of forcing graph is related to the notion of 'forcing structure', 
introduced by Kautfman [9]. 
Example (see Fig. 1). Let F: {0, 1}4-{0, 1} 4 be the boolean network defined by 
VX e {0, 1} 4, f l (X) = AND(x2, x3), fa(x) = NAND(xb x4), 
f2(x)=OR(xbx3), f4(x) = NOR(x1, x2). 
The connection graph (Fig. l(a)) associated to F is G = (X, U), with 
X = {1, 2, 3,4}, 
U ={(2, 1), (3, 1), (1, 2), (3, 2), (1, 3), (4, 3), (1, 4), (2, 4)}. 
2D¢~1 2 1 
(a) (b) 
Fig. L (a) Graph (3. (b) Graph H. (e) Forcing domain D. 
2 I 
I I 
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(c) 
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1 11 10 15 9 5 10 7 12 4 9 12 1 9 12 3 
$ 7 12 15 10 5 13 $ 1 11 9 9 14 7 6 11 
14 8 I0 4 4 5 6 5 8 4 8 9 8 13 12 2 
2 12 12 2 4 9 8 5 11 12 $ 1 13 8 14 6 
11 14 7 14 12 13 2 11 14 3 6 14 9 4 6 4 
12 12 2 10 $ 5 14 14 $ 4 7 10 2 14 7 4 
10 6 15 $ 2 13 S 9 13 10 10 S 1 14 4 14 
12 15 2 8 2 1 9 4 2 6 7 3 4 $ 4 3 
13 15 5 11 13 6 10 $ 11 6 12 4 8 12 11 5 
10 6 15 7 2 9 10 10 4 2 6 5 2 S 10 14 
$ 11 8 2 4 6 10 4 7 12 13 3 4 $ 8 1 
4 8 12 9 6 5 6 14 1 12 3 7 15 7 11 1 
1 14 2 11 2 4 5 7 $ $ 4 5 12 10 11 15 
6 9 $ 12 14 6 9 12 12 5 11 $ 11 11 15 8 
12 10 12 8 5 12 1 11 1 13 15 2 6 10 11 11 
5 14 7 12 1 9 10 13 12 9 12 $ 4 2 7 2 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 2. (a) Table of laws. (b) Graph G. 
All f~ are forcing in two variables and we have 
/(1) =/(4) =0, /(2) =/(3) = 1, 
v(2, 1)= v(3, 1)= v(1, 3) = 0(4,3)=0, 
o(1,2) = v(3, 2)= 0(1, 4)= 0(2, 4)= 1, 
which proves that the forcing graph (Fig. l(b)) associated to F is H = (Y, Vs) , with 
Y= {1, 2, 3, 4}, Vs = {(1, 3), (2, 4), (3, 2), (4, 3)}. 
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(c) 
i 
1 
0 
0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 
1 0 0 
i 0 1 1 
1 1 0 0 
o o i o i l o 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
1 1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 o l 
1 
0 
0 
o o 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
i o o 
0 0 1 0 
0 1 i 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 1 
0 1 0 
i 0 o , l 
1 0 0 1 0 
(d) 
Fig. 2. (c) Graph H. (d) Forcing domain D. 
Thus, circuit (2, 4, 3) is forcing. The forcing domain D of F and the stable value 
of D are then defined by 
(1) 2, 3, 4e D (this is (1) in Definition 2.6), v*(2) = v*(3) = 1, v*(4) =0. 
(2) 2eD,3eD, 1~ D,(2, 1)e U,(3, 1)¢ U~l~D, andv*(1)=fl(v*(2), v*(3)) = 
AND(I, 1)= 1 (this is (3) in Definition 2.6). 
Hence, D ={1, 2, 3, 4} (note that v*(1) = 1 # l(1)). In Fig. l(c) the stable value of 
the domain is shown by the values (underlined) of each element in D. 
Example (see Fig. 2). Fig. 2 shows a boolean network F:{0, 1}"-*{0, 1}", with 
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n = 16x 16, represented by its table of laws (Fig. 2(a)), the connection graph G 
(Fig. 2(b)), the forcing graph H (Fig. 2(c)) and the forcing domain D (Fig. 2(d)). 
Connections inthis network are assumed to be regular and between earest neighbors 
(see graph G). In addition, there are periodic boundary conditions: elements in 
line 1 and n are connected, as well as elements in columns 1 and n. The Table of 
laws is to be interpreted as follows: automaton (/,j) 6n line i and column j has its 
law fu specified by element (i,j) in this table, the variables on which f~j depends 
are given by graph G. For example, (2, 4) has law 13 (see Table 1) and depends on 
elements (2, 3) and (2, 5). 
Remark: Figs. 2, 5 and 6 show simulations run on regularly connected networks, 
because their geometry allows for a better visualization of the phenomena we want 
to exhibit: in regularly connected networks uch as these, neighboring elements are 
connected, which helps viewing the aggregates of stable and oscillating elements. 
Similar esults of simulations were indeed obtained for randomly connected networks 
(all proofs in this paper are given for random networks), but the figures look much 
less clear. The interested reader could refer to [3] where some such figures are 
displayed. 
Definition 2.5. Let F: {0, 1} n -> {0, 1}" be a boolean etwork, G = (X, U) its connec- 
tion graph and H = (Y, VI) its forcing graph. Any circuit in H is called a forcing 
circuit or nonfrustrated circuit of graph G. Any circuit in G which is not forcing is 
called frustrated. 
Frustration has been introduced in Fogelman et al. [4] in the case of networks 
where all mappings f~ are transfer mappings. It was intended to generalize the notion 
of frustration of spin glass models [2] and of 'balance' of the psychological models 
[7]. We proved that, in this case, nonfrustrated circuits could be stable, when 
frustrated circuits were always oscillating. In [3], a characterization f nonfrustrated 
circuits has been given in terms of the discrete derivative (see [10]) of the network. 
It was also proved that nonfrustrated circuits were stable in almost all limit cycles 
of parallel iterations on F. We will extend these results in Sections 3 and 4. 
Definition 2.6. Let F: {0, 1} n -* {0, 1} n be a boolean network of interconnectivity k: 
Let G = (X, U) be its connection graph and H = (Y, Vf) its forcing graph. D = X 
will be called the forcing domain of network F and v*: D~{0,  1} the stable value 
of D iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) Vie Y, i is on a forcing c i rcu i t~ie  D and v*(i)= l(i), 
(2) Vi ~ D, Vj ~ D, (/, j )  e Vf and v*(i) = v (/, j)  ~ j  c D and v*(j) = l(j), 
(3) V jeD,  Vt (1 , . . . ,k ) ,  i t ,D  and (i~,j)~ U=~jeD and v*(j)= 
f~(v*(il), • • •, v*(ik)), 
(4) r inD,  Vj~D, if (/, j)~ U and v*(i) is a forcing value off~ then j~D and 
v*(j) is the forced value off j  associated to the forcing value v*(i). 
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The forcing domain of a network F can be interpreted in the following way: it 
is the subset of nodes that can be forced into a specific value (the stable value of 
the domain). Because of the definition of forcing circuits, all nodes in these circuits 
can be forced into their forced values which will be their stable values: this is 
condition (1). Starting from these nodes, conditions (2), (3), and (4) describe how 
to propagate these stable values to build up the forcing domain D. Clearly, forced 
values can flow through forcing arcs (condition (2)), they can also flow to a point 
of which all incoming nodes are forced (condition (3)): the links need not be forcing 
and the value of the extremity may be ditierent from its forced value, hence ! and 
v* may differ on some points (see Fig. 1). Condition (4) also includes in D those 
nodes which happen to get forced through ares which became forcing in the process 
of building D, for example, after applying condition (3) (see Fig. 2). 
Definition 2.6 allows to design an algorithm to compute the forcing domain. First, 
the forcing graph H is computed, then its circuits are determined by applying a 
Warshall [11] technique. From these circuits, the forcing domain is progressively 
built up by applying the four rules in Definition 2.6. The global algorithm to build 
the forcing domain is polynomial (as is the Warshall algorithm) in the size of the 
network, hence, the computation of D is fast. 
3. Parallel iterations 
Definition 3.1. Let F: {0, 1}" -* {0, 1}" be a boolean network. A parallel iteration on 
F is defined by 
Vx°~ {0, 1}', Vt~>0, x'+l=F(x') ,  
where x t ~ {0, 1}". 
This parallel iteration can be interpreted as follows: starting from an initial 
condition x °, at any time t + 1, t >~ 0, each automaton i gets the values of its variables 
at time t, processes them and changes tates. All automata change states at the same 
time: the system is fully synchronized. As {0, 1}" is a finite space, all trajectories 
(xt)t,o of the parallel iteration on F are ultimately periodic. Hence, for every 
x ¢ {0, 1}", there exist numbers t(x) and p(x), called respectively the transient length 
and the period, such that 
Vt>~ t(x), x '+pCx) = x', 
Vt< t(x) or 0< q <p(x), x '+a .~ x'. 
We denote T(F)=max{t(x) lxc{O, 1}'} and call it the transient length of F. It is 
the maximum time needed to enter a limit cycle. 
Definition 3.2, Let F: {0, 1}" -* {0, 1}" be a boolean network. Let p be a probability 
distribution on the state space E = {0, 1}". The entropy of network F associated to 
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p is defined by 
S(p) =-  Y 
icE 
p~ log2 p~ 
It is a well-known result (see [1]) that the entropy is maximum when p is the 
uniform distribution on E. Because of the information destruction that any computa- 
tion performs [1], the entropy may only decrease in time in the course of the parallel 
iteration. This result has been proven in the case of one-dimensional cellular 
automata ([12]). We prove it here for boolean networks. 
Let p(0) be an initial probability distribution on E. Usually, we take p(0) as the 
uniform distribution on E: initial conditions are set at random. Then, entropy at 
time t will be 
S ( t )=-  ~ p,(t)log2p,(t), 
where p~(t) = P[s(t) = i], Vie E, Vt~>0, and s(t) = (x~(t) , . . . ,  xn(t)) is the state of 
the network at time t, 
s(t)=F(s(t-1)) ,  Vt>~l. 
p~(t)= ~, P [s ( t )= i , s ( t -1 )= j ] ,  'eta>l, 
j~E 
= ~, P [s ( t )= i l s ( t -1 )= j ]P [s ( t -1 )= j ] ,  
j¢E 
but 
p[s ( t )= i [s ( t _ l )= j ]=f l  if i= F(j), 
[0 otherwise. 
So, we find p~( t)=~,j~A, P[s( t -1 )= j ] ,  where As = {j ~ E: i= F(j)}, which implies 
p,(t)= E p j ( t -1) .  
j~Ai 
Lemma 3.3. (A~)~E is a partition of E. 
Proof 
• Vi, j ~ E, i ~j, As c~ Aj = ~. IfA~ or Aj is empty, this is obvious. Otherwise, suppose 
: lkeA, c~Aj =:~ i= F(k)=j. 
• I,.Ji~E Ai C E: this is obvious. 
• Vj ~ E, let i = F(j). Then,j e A~, hence,j ~ I,_J~E A~, which implies E = [,..J~ • A~ [] 
Theorem 3.4. 'eta>l, S(t)<.S(t-1) and S(t )=S(t -1)  iff VicE, 3!jeAn: 
p j ( t -  1) ~ 0 orA~=fJ. 
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Proof 
where 
S(t) =-  ~, p,(t)log2p,(t) 
i ce  
=--,~EIj~APJ(t--I]Iog21j~Apj(t--I)] ' 
S( t -1 )=-  ~ pj(t-1)log2pj(t-1) 
j oE  
=- Y~ ~, pj(t-1)log2pj(t-1), 
i ce  j cA  i 
because of Lemma 3.3, 
S(t)-S(t-1)= ~, Si(t), 
J J i j~A i  
= ~ p~(t-1)log2 .p j ( t -1 )  
jEA, YjEA, PJ(t -- l)" 
From which it is easily seen that Si(t)~ 0 and, thus, S(t)- S(t-  1)<~ 0. 
S(t)=S(t-1) ¢~ VieE,$,(t)=O 
¢~ VieE, Ai=O or 3!jeA: pj(t-1)#O 
(as then pj(t- 1)/ZjcA, PT(t- 1) = 1). [] 
Example. Let F:{0, 1}4--){0, 1} 4 as in Fig. 1. The transition graph of the parallel 
iteration on F is shown in Fig. 3. There is thus a unique fixed point 1110 which is 
the forced value of the forcing domain computed in Fig. 1. We then have 
Ao = A1 = A5 = As = A9 -- A to  = A l l  -'- A13 --- A15 = ~, 
A2={4,5}, A3={0, 1}, A4={9,11,13}, A6 = {8, 10, 12}, 
A7={2,3}, A12={15}, A~4={6,7,14}, 
where i e {0, 1} i is denoted by its decimal representation. Starting from p(0) uniform,, 
0000 
iO01 .~ OiOi ~ i i  ~ ~Oi 
1011 ~0100...~00~10 ~ Ol 11 !000 
,o, ,h,.o,,o,,. . , ,®,.., , , ,  
Fig. 3. 
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Table 2. 
~T ime t 0 1 2 3 4 
States "~ 
o ~ o o o o 
1 1 l-g 0 0 0 0 
2 ! i 3 1--6 ~ i'g 0 0 
3 ± ~6 ~ 0 0 0 
4 ~ ~ o o o 
5 1 T~ 0 0 0 0 
6 ± 3 1 
~6 16 ~ 0 0 
3 7 ~ ~ ~ 1~ o 
1 
8 ~ 0 0 0 0 
9 ~ 0 0 0 0 
10 ± 16 0 0 0 0 
11 h 0 o o o 
t 0 0 0 12 ~ i-g 
1 13 ig 0 0 0 0 
1 13 14 ~ 1"~ ~ t6 1 
~s ~ o o o o 
S(t) 4 -~ '9  log 2 3 2 --]~g log 2 3 4 - -~ log2 3 0 
- -~ log 2 13 
Table 2 gives the values ofp(t) 's  and S(t)'s. Note that S(t) is a decreasing sequence, 
constant for t ~ 4, which is the maximum transient length and that then S( t )= 0, 
because there is a unique fixed point: state 14, i.e., 1110 (see Corollary 3.5). 
Corollary 3.5. I f  ::l t > 0: S(t) = 0, then there exists a unique fixed point and no limit 
cycle. 
Proof. The proof of this corollary is obvious. [] 
e- 
Lemma 3.6. Let I ( t )  = {j  ~ E : pj( t ) # 0}. Then,/f I(0) = E, then ( I ( t ) ) ,so is a decreas- 
ing (with respect o inclusion) sequence of subsets of E. 
Proof. The lernma will be proved by induction on t. 
Basis step. Obviously, I(1) c I(0) = E. 
Induction step, Assume that I(0) ~ I(1) ~-  • • ~ I(t). I ( t+ l )  is necessarily non- 
empty (~ j~ pj(t + 1) = 1). Let i ~ I ( t  + 1), so pi(t + 1) ~ 0. But p~(t + 1) = ~j~a, pj(t), 
which implies ilj ~ Ai: pj( t) ~ O. So, j ~ I ( t ) and j ~ I ( t - 1), by assumption. Thus, 
we find p~(t)=~,k~A, Pk(t--1)>~pj(t--1)>O and i~ I ( t ) ,  which ends the proof. [] 
Note that the assumption on I(0) only means that no state is a priori excluded 
as a starting point; this assumption is thus satisfied if the initial conditions are set 
at random (p(0) uniform on E). 
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Corollary 3.7. I f  I(O) = E, then S( t) is convergent and 
=lt*~> 1: S( t*) = S( t* -  1) ==~ V t >~ t*, S( t ) = S( t*). 
Proof. S(t) is decreasing and bounded below (by 0), hence, is convergent. Suppose 
that S( t*) = S( t * -  l ), for some t*~>l, and that S( t*+l )#S( t* ) .  Then, 3i¢ 
E: S~(t* + 1 ) # 0, which implies :lj # k ~ E: i = F( j )  = F( k) and pj( t*) # O, Pk( t*) # O. 
This implies j, k ~ I(t*) and, so, j, k ¢ I(t* - 1) (Lemma 3.6). From this we conclude 
S~(t*) # 0 (see proof of Theorem 3.4), which is contradictory. [] 
Remark. 
3t~>0: $oo=-  
where I=( ' ] ,~oI(t) .  I
limit set of the parallel 
(see Figs. 3 and 4). 
Let $oo denote the limit of S(t). Then 
p,(t) log  p,(t), 
i~l 
is defined because of Lemma 3.6 and nonempty: it is the 
iteration on F. It contains all the states of the limit cycles 
Theorem 3.8. Let F:{0, 1}"--> {0, 1}" be a boolean network. Assume that the initial 
conditions are set at random. Then the transient length of F is bounded, T( F)<<- n/ eF, 
where 
eF=min{lS,(t)l[t>~ 1, ie E: A, n I ( t -1 )  haS two elements at least}. 
ProoL By Theorem 3.4 we have 
s(t)-s(t-1)= s,(t), 
i cE  
with Si( t) = ~j~A, Pj( t -  1) log2 pj( t -  1)/pi( t), which implies 
[S,(t)[ = p,(t) log2 p,( t ) -  ~.j~A, pj(t-- 1) log2 pj(t-- 1). 
Then, either S( t ) -  S ( t -  1)= 0, or there exists some i such that S~(t)# O, which is 
only possible if A~ c~ I ( t - l )  has two elements at least. Hence, IS(t ) ,  S( t -  1)[ ~> 
ISi(t)]~>s~. As T(F)<~]S®-S(O)I/eF and Soo=-Y.~1p, log2p~, for some ps the 
entropy being maximum for the uniform distribution it follows that 
0<~ S~ < - ~. (1/No) log2(1/Nc) = log2 Nc, 
i¢I 
where Nc = card(I). As p(0) is uniform, S(0) = n and, hence, 
- n ~< Soo- S(0) ~< log2 Nc - n ,  
from which the result follows. [] 
Example (see Fig. 4). In this example we compute the entropy and transient length 
of a particular network F (see Table 3). 
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Fig. 4. 
Let F:{0, 1}3-->{0, 1}3 be a boolean network with the iteration graph shown in 
Fig. 4. 
Ao = {2, 5}, A~ = {4}, A2 = {7}, A3 = A6=O,  
A4= {0}, A5={1,3}, A7 = {6}. 
Table 3. 
States 0 
Time t 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S(t) I(t) 
l i ! 1 1 1 t 1 3 E 0 ~ ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ 
1 ~ 18 81 0 -18 82 0 ~1 ~5 {0,1 ,2 ,4 ,5 ,7} 
2 83 ~1 !s 0 ~2 ~l 0 0 114 ~ Iog2 3 {0,1,2,4,5} 
2 2 0 0 3 t 0 0 5 3 3 . . . .  s s 8 s ~-~1og2 3 {0, 1,4,5} 
l 3 0 0 _2 2 0 0 5 3 4 s- -s s -s ~- -~ Io82 3 {0, 1, 4, 5} 
2 0 0 l 3 5 3 5 ~ s s ~ 0 0 {0, I, 4, 5} - - ~-~ log2 3 
1 0 0 2 2 5 3 6 3 s ~ ~ 0 0 {0, 1, 4, 5} - ~ --~ Io82 3 
3 I 0 0 5 3 7 ~ ~ 0 0 s s - - ~-~ log2  3 {0, 1,4,5} 
We thus have S~o = 5_ 3 log2 3 and I = {0, 1, 4, 5}, which is the limit set of F. 
eF = min{[Si( t)[ [ t >~ O, i ~ E:  Ai n I ( t - 1) has two elements at least} 
= man{] So(1)l, ]So(2)l, ISo(3)l, [$5(1)[} 
3 1 -- ~ log2 3 - 
and we verify that T(F )  = 3 <~ n /e~ = 4/( 31og2 3 -~). 
Note that the bound provided by Theorem 3.8 as well as the mere concept of 
entropy are usually (i.e., for large values of n) difficult o use: then the state space 
is so large (2" elements) that it is virtually impossible to compute S. This situation 
is to be compared with the particular case of threshold networks (see [5]) where 
an 'energy' was introduced, which is decreasing on the trajectories and allows to 
find a bound for the transient length. But, at each instant , the energy only depends 
on the state currently observed and not on the whole distribution of states, which 
makes computations much easier. No such energy is known for general boolean 
networks. 
In Section 2 we have introduced forcing circuits and shown that they could be 
forced into a specific value, defined by the labeling v*. We now want to use the 
entropy to compute the probability for a given forcing circuit to fall into this value. 
From the definition of v*, it is clear that, as soon as the parallel iteration has taken 
a forcing circuit into its value v*, the circuit will remain stable in this value. 
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Theorem 3.9. Let F: {0, 1}" --> {0, 1}" be a boolean network, and v* its stable value (cf. 
Definition 2.6). Let C be a forcing circuit of length k and xc(t) (respectively v*) be 
the state vector (respectively the stable value vector) of the elements of C at time t. 
Let Pc = P(::lt >~ O: Xc( t) = v*). Then 
Pc=#+E ( ~ P(e ; ( t -1 ) ) ) / (~P(e j ( t -1 ) ) )  
t~-I /,j: V ~--'~ Aj 
)] x(l-#) l-I I -  Y. P(ej(.)) p(ej(.)) , 
i i where ej,j = 1, . . . ,  Ck, is the event "exactly i elements of C are in their stable value 
v*'" ( there are C • such events indexed by j) and Aj = 
{v e {0, 1}k: 3x, y e {0, 1}"-k: (V, X) = F(e~, y)} (assuming that p(0) is uniform). 
Proof. Pc =P([--),~o Ft), where Ft is the event "C arrives, in the course of the 
parallel iteration, at state v* for the first time at instant t" 
but 
Pc =P(Fo) + X P(Fo''" F,_,Ft) 
=P(Fo)+ E P(F,[P,_,)P(P,_,[P,_2)''. P(F,[Po)P(Po), 
t~l 
~3 
The result follows by noting that 
P(Ft[ej)={~ if v*eAj,  
otherwise. 
[] 
Theorem 3.9 relates the transient time, before circuit C gets to its stage v*, to 
the rate of convergence of a series. Simulations how that, in general, this convergence 
is very fast; in the following example, we have computed Pc for the only forcing 
circuit C; we found that the rest of the series, after two steps (t = 2), is A and thus 
that the circuit will almost certainly go to its stable value v* and thus remain stable. 
Example. Let F: {0, 1}4--> {0, 1} 4 be the boolean network of Fig. 1. We use Theorem 
3.9 to compute the probability that the forcing circuit (2, 4, 3) will fall into its stable 
value. This circuit is of length k = 3, hence, 
Pc =(~)3+(1-(½)3)(~,:~¢A P(e;(O)))/(~P(e;(O))  
+ (1 - (½)3) (/j: ~a} " (e ; (1 ) ) ) / (~  P(e~(1))) +" " " 
- -X - - ! _L ! . J _ . . .  
- -  8 - -2 - - I0"  
37 _~+.  • .. 
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We thus see from this example that the probability for the forcing circuit to fall 
into its stable value is very large. 
Theorem 3.10. Let F: {0, 1}" --> {0, 1}" be a boolean network of interconnectivity 2. For 
any forcing circuit C and any limit cycle of the parallel iteration of F, 
- either, C is stable in its stable value, 
- or, C is oscillating, not in its stable value and the following condition holds: 
(C1) Vt(1, . . . ,T) ,V i ,  j~{1, . . . ,n}nC, ( i , j )~Uandx i ( t )#v*  
(=lk(1,..., n), k# i: (k , j )e  U ~ Xk(t) # v(k,j)), 
where x(t)~ {0, 1}" is the state of the network at time t (1, . . . ,  T) in the limit cycle 
(whose period is T). 
Proof. We refer to [3] for a proof of this theorem. [] 
Corollary 3.11. Under the parallel iteration o fF  
- any forcing circuit is either stable or satisfies (C1). 
- the successors (as defined by conditions (2), (3), (4) in Definition 2.6) of the elements 
of a stable forcing circuit are stable. 
Proof. The proof of this corollary is obvious. [] 
This corollary thus shows that the forcing domain will be stable in the parallel 
iteration on F for most of the initial conditions, because (C1) is very restrictive. 
Simulations how indeed that the limit cycles are very similar, because large parts 
of the network are stable in all limit cycles, some other parts being always oscillating. 
We introduced the concept of stable core in [3] to formalize these results. 
Definition 3.12. Let F: {0, 1}" -, {0, 1}" be a boolean network. Let C = (x l , . . . ,  x T) 
be a limit cycle of F. The stable part of C is Sc = {i(1, . . . ,  n) :Vt(1, . . . ,  T), x~ = x~}. 
The oscillating subnet of C is Oc = {1,.. . ,  n}/So The stable core of the iteration 
is f ]  c So. The osciUating core is f']¢ Oc. 
In the ease of random networks, the dynamics is until now impossible to predict; 
cores allow to give an indication of the asymptotic behavior of the network. The 
'spatial' behavior may be largely predicted but the forcing domain says nothing on 
the periods. 
Fig. 5 shows a particular example of a network F on which parallel iterations 
were run for 80 different initial conditions. Among the elements of the network, 
some were found to be stable in all 80 limit cycles (they are part of the stable core), 
some were always oscillating (oscillating core), some were stable for some initial 
conditions, oscillating for others. The previous results and the simulations (compare 
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Figs. 2 and 5) show that the stable core for the parallel iteration may be approximated 
by the forcing domain, which is computable by a polynomial algorithm. Moreover, 
simulations (Fig. 5) show that the 'convergence' of (-)c Sc for a restricted class of 
limit cycles towards the stable core is fast, thus showing that the probability computed 
in Theorem 3.9 is large. 
4. Sequential iterations 
Definition 4.1. Let F: {0, 1} ~ ~ {0, 1}" be a boolean etwork and ~r be a permutation 
of {1, . . . ,  n}. The sequential iteration on F associated to Ir is defined by 
Vx°e {0. 1}". Vt> 0. x = F..(x'). 
with F~ defined as follows: 
t+ l  x,.)  
t+ l  xi(2) =f~(2)(y 2) where yj2 = x); V j#  i(1), and y~(~)2 = x~o) ,t+~ 
t+ l  xi(k) where y~= x~, Vj ~ {i(1),.. . ,  i ( k -  1)}, and 
yk(j) : t+l Vj(1, k -  1), Xi ( j ) ,  • • • ,  
t+ l  xi(,,) =f(,) (y")  where y.~ = '+~ j xj ,V j# i (n ) ,andy~( , )  t - -  X i (n ) ,  
with ( i (1) , . . . ,  i (n))=(Tr-l(1), . . . ,  7r-~(n)). 
Remarks. (1) In a sequential iteration, elements of the network change states one 
at a time in the order prescribed by the permutation. 
(2) There are n ! different sequential iterations on F, associated tothe n ! permuta- 
tions of {1, . . . ,  n}. 
(3) All sequential iterations on F have the same fixed points: those of the parallel 
iteration [10]. But they may have different limit cycles. However, simulations show 
that stable cores for the different sequential iterations and for the parallel iteration 
are very similar (for an Hamming distance). 
We will show that, in fact, stable cores of the sequential iterations are approximated 
by the forcing domain, which explains their similarity among themselves as well as 
with the stable core of the parallel iteration. 
Definition 4.2. Let F:{0, 1} ~ ~,{0, 1} ~ be a boolean network, ~r a permutation of 
{1,. . . ,  n}, and C = (e l , . , . ,  ek) be a forcing circuit. Then, ¢r is called a natural 
permutation for C iff or(el) < or(e2) <- • • < ¢r(ek). 
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80 80 80 gO 67 67 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 30 76 SO 
80 0 0 80 67 67 0 0 0 30 30 30 80 go go 80 
15 0 SO 80 77 77 0 0 0 30 30 30 SO 80 30 30 
(b) 
Fig. 5. This figure shows the stable core and oscillating core for the parallel iteration on the boolean 
network of Fig. 2. In Fig. 5(a), 1000 different initial conditions have been run and the corresponding 
limit cycles computed. Some elements---marked 0--were always found stable in all limit cycles, others-- 
marked 1000---were oscillating in all limit cycles, the rest--marked m--oscillated for m limit cycles and 
were stable for the 1000- m remaining limit cycles. If we have run the 2" initial conditions, we would 
have found the stable core, made of those points marked 0and the oscillating core, made of those points 
marked 2". As n is large, this is impossible, and we only have the approximation to the stable and 
oscillating cores that we computed from our 1000 runs (of course, the 1000 initial conditions were set 
at random). Nevertheless, simulations show that the stable and oscillating cores were well approximated 
from only a few runs: the results in Fig. 5(b) obtained with 80 runs do not differ much from those in 
Fig. 5(a). Figs. 5(c) and (d) give for the two cases (1000 runs and 80 runs, respectively) the state of the 
elements of the stable core of the network. Elements marked 1000 (respectively 80) were found in state 
1 in all 1000 (respectively 80) runs; elements marked 0 were found in state 0 in all 1000 (respectively 
80) runs. As only values 1000 (respectively 80) and 0 appear, this proves that all elements in the stable 
core were stabilized in the stable value v* of the network. 
Thus,  for a natura l  permutat ion ,  the sequent ia l  i terat ion on  F runs on C fo l lowing 
the order  o f  the connect ions .  We first s tudy  this part icu lar  case for  its simplicity, 
t = v*(ei)}, where and  will general ize it af terwards.  Let us denote  Et ={ei ~ C: xe, 
v*(e~) is the stable va lue  o f  ei (see Sect ion 2). Then we have the fo l lowing lemma. 
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Fig. 5 (continued). 
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Lemma 4.3. I f  C is fo rc ing ,  then el ~ Et+~ ~ e2 E E,+~ =>. • • =:~ ek ~ E,+~ :=> e~ ~ E,+2. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma follows directly after noting that 
t+ l  X t _ t+d; \  Xe, =f~,( ek, Xek+,), 
t+ l  ~" : t+ l  t+d_x 
x,2 =J~2txe, , xe~+~), 
where 
t+ l_ f  (_t+l _t+d~ 
Xe k ~ Jek \Xek_ l  , .X'e2k )~ 
d~=fO if ~r(e~+k)> 7r(ei), 
/1 otherwise, 
and ek+i denotes the second input to et. [] 
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Lemma 4.4. Let C be a forcing circuit. Let n, = card(Et). Then, nt is constant along 
any limit cycle. 
ProoL Let x~,. . . ,  x r be a limit cycle. Lemma 4.3 implies 
Vi(1, . . . ,  k) ,Vt(1, . . . ,  T), e~ Et~e~ Et+i. 
From which we deduce Vt(1, . . . ,  T), nt+l t> n,. So, n~ ~< n2 ~<- • .<~nT~ < nr+l. Since 
x TM = x 1, nr+l = nl and, thus, Vt(1, . . . ,  T), n, = nl. [] 
Let us denote this constant value by no 
Corollary 4.5. Let C be a forcing circuit of length k. Then, for any limit cycle of period 
T, 
- either, nc = k and C is stable in its stable value v*, 
- or, nc = 0 and (C1) is satisfied. 
Proof. ' ¢ t (1 , . . . ,  T), n, = nc (Lemma 4.4). Hence, 
- either, nc # 0~: i i (1 , . . . ,  k): e~ e E 1. Thus ,  ei+ 1E E I~"  • "~ek E E lSe  1E E2~ 
• • • =:} ek ~ E2 (Lemma 4.3). This implies n2 = k and thus, nc = k, 
- o r ,  nc  = O.  
Then, to keep nt zero along the limit cycle, one has tO prevent any element from 
falling into its stable value, which is (C1). [] 
Remark. As soon as one element in a forcing circuit falls into its stable value, the 
instant after this event all the elements of C will be in their stable value. Hence, 
the transition time needed for a forcing circuit to fall into its stable value is very 
short: for example, it is 1 if one element is in its stable state in the initial conditions 
(this event has probability 1 -~) .  Simulations how that the transient length for 
sequential iterations is usually shorter than for the parallel iteration. 
Let us now look at.the case of a general permutation ,r of {1,. . . ,  n}. Let C = 
(e l , . . . ,  e~) be a forcing circuit. We suppose in the following that ,r(e~)< ,r(e~), 
Vi(2, . . . ,  k), which is always made possible by eventually renumbering the elements 
of C. The sequential iteration on F associated with ,r can then be written for C as 
t+l  ~ t t+d l \  
Xe I - -~ l (X .k ,  X'k+ 1 ) '  
- t+l  ~" t t+ l  i " t+dtx Vi(2, . . . ,  k),Vt>~O, x~ =J~(X~H,X~,÷kl, 
with 
l~={ ~ if ¢r(eH)>cr(e~), d~={ ~ if ¢r(e~+k)>Tr(e~), 
otherwise, otherwise. 
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Remark. In the case where 7r was the natural permutation for C, we had 1~ = 1, 
V i (2 , . . . ,  k). 
We say that e~ and ej present an inversion with respect to ,r iff i> j  and 
,r(ej) > ~r(e~). Let d,, be the total number of inversions presented by the couples 
(e~ ei+~)~=~ ..... k for permutation ,r (by identifying ek+t = e~). 
We denote 
era(l) the first element which presents an inversion with its 
successor on C, 
em(l)+m(2) the second one, 
em(1)+...+m(d,, ) the d~th. 
/1 = {el, e2,  • • • ,  e ra ( l )} ,  
I=  = {em.)+. ,  . . . , 
Ia,, = { em(1)+...+m(a,,-~)+b • • •, emo)+...+,,,(d~)}, 
Id,,+l = {emo)+...+m(d,,)+b . . . , ek}, 
= - -  [ ]d=+l  
V d'+' m(i )  k (by denot ing m(d~+l )  k-~ i~ 1 re ( i ) )  and ,-~i=1 [i = C. with ~i--1 
Lemma 4.6 
Vi(1,  . . . , d~ + l), Vt  >~O, 3et¢  I, n E, ~ Vj>~ l, ej~ Ii ~ ej~ E, 
and Vq >~ O, 
Ii c Et+q~d.+l), 
Ii+1 ~ E t+l+qtd.+l), 
Id,,+l c-- Et+d,,-i+l+q(d,,+D, 
I1 ~ Et+d~-i+2+q{d.+l), 
I i_  1 c Et+d,,÷q(d,~+l). 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is obvious from the definitions. [] 
Corollary 4.7. I f  3t: Ii n E, # O, Vi(1, . . . ,  d, ,+ 1), then V r >~ t, n~ = k. 
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Proof .  Lemma 4.6 implies V i (1 , . . . ,  d~ + 1),/~ = Et+~, hence, C is stable in its stable 
value along the limit cycle. [] 
Let Art = card{/(1, . . . ,  d,~ + 1)'I~ c~ Et # 0}. 
Theorem 4.8. For any forcing circuit C and any limit cycle, NI is constant along the 
limit cycle. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is the same as for Lemma 4.4 using Lemma 4.6. [] 
Remark. To keep N, constant along the limit cycle, strong conditions have to be 
satisfied: 
(1) (C1) must hold, since, otherwise, additional elements in I~ should enter E,, 
thus strictly increasing N,  
(2) Suppose the limit cycle is of period T and denote t the time when the network 
first enters this limit cycle. 
By Lemma 4.6, we have 
Vj(  l ,  . . . , d,~ + l ), 3 i t ( j )  ~ {1, . . . , m( j )  + l } : 
Et  = {e i ,o ) ,  • • • ,  emo) ,  e ,n(1)+ i , (2 ) ,  • • . ,  emO)+m(2) ,  • • " ,  
em(1)+. . .+m(d~)+i t (d~,+l )  , . . . ,  ek}, 
where: 
- by convention, 
V j (1 , . . . ,  d,, + 1), I j c~Et=f )~ i t ( j )=m( j )+ l and  
{ em( l )+. . .+m( j -1 )+ i t ( j ) ,  • • • , em(1)+' "+m( j )}  = ~" 
Let us denote J = { j (1 , . . . ,  d~ + 1): i t ( j )  < m( j )  + 1}. 
- Vj ~ J, em(~)+.--+m(j--1)+~,O), • •. ,  emtl)+...+m(j) are elements in/i ,  consecutive on cir- 
cuit C. 
In the same way, we define i ,+~( j ) , . . . ,  i ,+r_~( j ) , j (1 , . . . ,  d,, + 1). Then, it is easy 
to see that if (C1) is satisfied: 
nt = ~ m( j ) -  it( j)  + 1, 
j~ J  
nt+~= ~ m( j+ l )  (Lemma 4.6 ~j~J  ~ i t+ l ( j+ l )= land  
j e J  
j~ J  ~ i t+~( j+l )= m( j+ l )+ l ) ,  
nt+r_ l= Y, m(j+T-1). 
j e J  
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But, by the periodicity, one has n,+, = nt+¢+r, e (0 , . . . ,  T -  1). Thus, 
- nt = ~j~j m(j), 
- and, either, J = {1, . . . ,  d,~ + 1} and all elements in C remain constant in their 
stable value or J~  {1, . . . ,  d~+ 1}, (C1) holds and, furthermore, condition (C2) 
is satisfied, with 
(C2) ~, m( j )= ~, m( j+ T), 
j~J  j~J  
m(j+ T -1)= ~ m( j+2T- t ) ,  
j~J  jEJ 
which proves the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.9. Let F: {0, 1}" --> {0, 1}" be a boolean network of  interconnectivity 2. Let 
¢f be a permutation of {1, . . . ,  n} and C be a forcing circuit. Then, for any limit cycle 
of  the sequential iteration on F associated to of, 
- either, C is stable in its forcing value, 
- or, C is oscillating with a period Tsatisfying (C1) and (C2). 
Remarks. (1) (C2) links the permutation ¢r (by the m(j)), T (the period), and J 
(which depends on the initial conditions). Obviously (C1) and (C2) will be very 
rarely satisfied. 
(2) If d,~ = 0, then C = 11, ¢r is the natural permutation for C and Theorem 4.9 
implies Corollary 4.5. 
Corollary 4.10. Under the sequential iteration on F associated to or: 
- any forcing circuit is either stable or satisfies (C1) and (C2), 
- the successors (as given in Definition 2.6) of the elements of a stable circuit are stable. 
ProoL The proof of this corollary is obvious. [] 
This corollary thus shows that the forcing domain will be stable in all sequential 
iterations on F for most of the initial conditions, because (C1) and (C2) are very 
restrictive. This result is indeed confirmed by simulations which show that the stable 
cores for different sequential iterations on F may be nicely approximated by the 
forcing domain (see Fig. 6). 
Theorem 4.11. Let F: {0, 1}" -* {0, 1}" be a boolean network. Then, for any sequential 
iteration on F associated to a permutation or, V t >>- 1, S( t) <~ S( t -  1). 
Proof. p~(t) =Y~jEE P(s(t) - i l s ( t -  1) =j)P (s ( t -  1) =j)  (with the same notations 
as in Definition 3.2). But 
10 if i=F,~(j), 
P(s(t) = i] s(t - 1) =j)  = otherwise. 
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6 SO 80 SO SO 0 0 0 0 0 15 15 80 SO SO 1~ 
6 SO 80 71 80 0 0 0 0 0 15 15 15 80 80 6 
SO 80 71 71 80 80 80 0 0 0 0 15 80 80 80 0 
SO SO 71 0 80 gO 0 0 0 0 0 0 gO SO 80 SO 
0 0 0 0 0 68 68 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 
0 0 0 0 0 80 gO SO 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 80 SO 80 gO 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 80 0 SO 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 80 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 SO 0 0 0 80 SO 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SO 0 0 0 0 80 SO 
0 0 0 ~ ~d) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 80 
SO SO SO SO 50 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 SO SO 
80 80 80 80 39 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 15 68 80 
SO 0 0 80 39 39 0 0 0 15 15 15 SO SO SO SO 
6 0 80 80 69 69 0 0 0 15 15 15 80 80 15 15 
(a) 
SO SO SO SO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SO SO gO 0 
aO 80 80 SO SO 0 0 0 0 0 0 SO 80 SO 80 57 
gO SO 80 gO gO 80 80 0 0 0 0 80 gO 80 80 0 
SO 80 80 80 80 80 41 0 0 0 0 0 80 80 80 SO 
0 0 SO gO gO 41 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 gO 80 
0 0 0 14 14 80 80 0 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 14 14 14 0 80 80 80 SO 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 14 0 80 80 80 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SO SO 0 0 0 0 SO 
0 " 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 SO 0 0 0 80 80 
0 0 0 0 0 4! 0 0 0 80 0 0 0 0 80 80 
0 0 0 74 74 41 41 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 gO 80 
SO gO 80 80 74 41 41 41 41 0 0 0 0 80 80 80 
80 80 80 80 41 41 41 41 41 0 0 0 80 gO 80 80 
80 57 57 80 41 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 80 80 gO 
6 57 80 gO M 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 80 SO SO 
(b) 
Fig. 6. This figure shows the stable and oscillating cores for the sequential iterations associated to two 
different permutations on the network of Figs. 2 and 5. With the same notations as in Fig. 5, Figs. 6(a) 
and 6(b) show the elements which are stable --0--- in 80 limit cycles corresponding to 80 initial 
conditions et at random among the 2" possible, the elements always oscillating - -80--  and those 
oscillating in some m limit cycles (0 < m < 80). Fig. 6(a) corresponds to the identical permutation, Fig. 
6(b) to a permutation chosen at random. Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) give the states of the stable elements in the 
80 limit cycles for the two permutations---6(c) is for the identical permutation, 6(d) for the random one. 
As in Fig. 5, we obtain only values 0 and 80, thus showing that the elements were stabilized in the stable 
value v* of the network. Comparing Figs. 5 and 6, we see that the stable cores for the parallel and 
sequential iterations on F are very similar, which appears clearly from Fig. 2: all of them are approximated 
by the stable domain of the network. 
Define B~ - {j ~ E: i = F,~(j)}. Thus, p,(t) = Y-j~B? p j ( t -  1). Then all the results for 
the parallel iteration stand for the sequential iterations by just exchanging in the 
proofs Ai for B~'. [] 
In particular, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.12. Let F: {0, 1}"-, {0, 1}" be a boolean network. Assume that the initial 
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~o ~ ~o =o ° 
0 0 0 0 0 80 
0 80 0 0 80 0 0 80 0 0 0 0 80 
: ~0~o~ i0o~ o o Oo, 
o ooo .  o. o o o ~ 0 ~ o : :  
. . . .  o l  ~ oO~0 ~ 
(c) 
°~, !oo  o :~0 o 
. o o : : 
80 80 0 0 80 0 
(,l) 
Fig. 6 (continued). 
conditions are set at random. Then the transient length of any sequential iteration on 
F associated to a permutation ~r is bounded: T~(F)<~ n/e~-, with 
e~- = min{ISi(t)l I t >~ 1, i ~ E: B~ n I(t- 1) has two elements at least}. 
5. Conclusion 
We have proved that nonfrustrated circuits in a boolean etwork F: {0, 1}" --> {0, 1}" 
have a high probability (Theorem 3.9) of being stable in the parallel and sequential 
iterations on F. This allowed us to show that the forcing domain of F was most 
probably stable in all iterations (Corollaries 3.11 and 4.10), thus providing a good 
approximation to the stable cores of the different iterations and expliciting why the 
limit cycles of the different iterations are similar. 
Moreover, introducing the entropy of the network provided a useful tool to study 
its dynamics, leading to a bound on the transient lengths for the different iterations 
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(Theorems 3.8 and 4.12). But this entropy suffers from being defined on the v~hole 
distribution of states, making it difficult to be computed practically as soon as n 
becomes large. We still need a Lyapunov function defined on the state of the network, 
rather than on the distribution of states. 
These results show that large computing structures must be expected to have 
asymptotic behaviors patially similar under parallel and sequential regimes. As for 
their temporal comparison, further esearch is needed to give a characterization f 
the periods of the limit cycles and of the transient lengths, since the theoretical 
bounds provided here did not allow us to get comparative r sults. 
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